
Prologue

It slithered through the echoes of an impossible somewhere, betwix illusion and substance, to be 
something sapient at a gathering of lesser cognisant things. It was here as a reminder of authority, 
for the entities stationed at this outpost had been left long without intervention from their masters. 
At the Great Partition, they watched those of flesh live brief lives beyond the divide and communed 
with the scant few who sought a channel with the unknown. They were the first ones, those who'd 
passed from the physical state at the close of the inceptive era. The need to influence their human 
successors, to reconnect with the world and transcend the extinction they'd suffered, fed their want 
for return.

The tribal gathering, ensconced beneath the still canopies of a moonlit jungle, sat transfixed by their 
shaman who shuddered in front of the fire at the centre of the ceremonial circle. Amid the hanging 
smoke, in deep trance, he became a conduit for their instruction in thought deconstruction. The first 
ones watched as the higher entity that had arrived among them possessed the human and used his 
form to convey the symbology so vital to their resurgence. It guided hands that deftly employed ink 
and tool to tattoo a series of intricate glyphs upon the back of the boy kneeling beside him. Hours in 
the making, it was a mere sliver of time beyond the sill of the physical world and, as with all such 
connections, it was severed sudden until when next the seeker of the tribe would reach out to them 
when the moon would hang free of Earth's shadow. One month hence, and each thereafter, until 
their chance to cross over was met.

They would bide in the infinite, time of no consequence in their diminished form. And so they 
watched, waiting as the world which had been theirs turned over as a cradle of progress at the hands 
of men. 

Chapter One

It is 1847. The New World still lures the sons of Europe's elite with the promise of their page in 
history. Ships, bound for South America and beyond, carry explorers from every major port on 
voyages of discovery which transcend the shores of their exotic destinations. From a window of the 
gentlemen's club, Sander van Straten, heir to the vast fortune of the van Straten line, watches the 
last of the supplies being put aboard the Eva Contessa sitting at the heart of Amsterdam's 
docklands ...

"We set sail tomorrow, on the evening tide, with a promise of fair winds and even fairer fortune," he 
announced, with a broad smile lingering on his handsome features.

Behind him, the collective cheer of the assembled dignitaries brought him a deep sense of pride at 
the culmination of a plan which had been six months in the making. He turned and met their 
approving gestures and heartfelt admiration.

"Your father will be proud," offered the retired Admiral van Leeuwen, his seafaring days done since 
the disaster of his final voyage when a typhoon sent his battered ship to the bottom of the Indian 
Ocean in 1834.

A question from the back of the room, from the one almost obscured by plumes of pipe smoke, cast 
the only spectre of doubt over the proceedings.

"And what of your Italian captain and his curious vessel?" asked the merchant Berendsen.

"We are all very much intrigued by your choice in what is undoubtedly a very risky venture," he added.


